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Central Asia
The Sogdian were the main traders of Central Asia from the fifth to the eighth century. Their diaspora is attested in India, China,
Iran, the Turkish Steppe, but also Byzantium. This is the first attempt to describe their trade.
The Sahara is the quintessence of isolation, epitomizing both remoteness and severity of environment unlike any other place on
the face of the earth. Replete with myths and fictions, it is a wild land, dotted with oases and camel trains trudging through sand
dunes that roll like the waves on a sea, as far as the distant horizon. But this is just part of the picture. The largest desert in the
world, the Sahara ranges from the river Nile running through Egypt and Sudan in the east, to the Atlantic coast from Morocco to
Mauritania in the west; stretching from the Atlas Mountains and the shores of the Mediterranean in the north, to the fluid Sahelian
fringe that delineates the desert in the south. Invaders and traders have come and gone for millennia, but the Sahara is also the
place that some people call home. While larger than the United States, this vast area contains only three million people. Africans
and Arabs, Berber and Bedu, Tuareg and Tebu. Eamonn Gearon explores the history, culture and terrain of a place whose name
is familiar to all, but known to few.
The ancient trade routes that made up the Silk Road were some of the great conduits of cultural and material exchange in world
history. In this intriguing book, Xinru Liu reveals both why and how this long-distance trade in luxury goods emerged in the late
third century BCE, following its story through to the Mongol conquest. Liu starts with China's desperate need for what the Chinese
called "the heavenly horses" of Central Asia, and describes how the traders who brought these horses also brought other exotic
products, some all the way from the Mediterranean. Likewise, the Roman Empire, as a result of its imperial ambition as well as the
desire of its citizens for Chinese silk, responded with easterly explorations for trade. The book shows how the middle men, the
Kushan Empire, spread Buddhism to China. Missionaries and pilgrims facilitated cave temples along the mountainous routes and
monasteries in various oases and urban centers, forming the backbone of the Silk Road. The author also explains how Islamic and
Mongol conquerors in turn controlled the various routes until the rise of sea travel diminished their importance.
The Silk Road, which linked imperial Rome and distant China, was once the greatest thoroughfare on earth. Along it travelled
precious cargoes of silk, gold and ivory, as well as revolutionary new ideas. Its oasis towns blossomed into thriving centres of
Buddhist art and learning. In time it began to decline. The traffic slowed, the merchants left and finally its towns vanished beneath
the desert sands to be forgotten for a thousand years. But legends grew up of lost cities filled with treasures and guarded by
demons. In the early years of the last century foreign explorers began to investigate these legends, and very soon an international
race began for the art treasures of the Silk Road. Huge wall paintings, sculptures and priceless manuscripts were carried away,
literally by the ton, and are today scattered through the museums of a dozen countries. Peter Hopkirk tells the story of the intrepid
men who, at great personal risk, led these long-range archaeological raids, incurring the undying wrath of the Chinese.
"Time travel, UFOs, mysterious planets, stigmata, rock-throwing poltergeists, huge footprints, bizarre rains of fish and frogs-nearly
a century after Charles Fort's Book of the Damned was originally published, the strange phenomenon presented in this book
remains largely unexplained by modern science. Through painstaking research and a witty, sarcastic style, Fort captures the
imagination while exposing the flaws of popular scientific explanations. Virtually all of his material was compiled and documented
from reports published in reputable journals, newspapers and periodicals because he was an avid collector. Charles Fort was
somewhat of a recluse who spent most of his spare time researching these strange events and collected these reports from
publications sent to him from around the globe. This was the first of a series of books he created on unusual and unexplained
events and to this day it remains the most popular. If you agree that truth is often stranger than fiction, then this book is for
you"--Taken from Good Reads website.
Japan on the Silk Road provides the historical background indispensable for understanding today’s Japan perspectives and
policies in the vast area of Eurasia. For the first time it brings a detailed account of the history of Japanese activities along the
Eurasian landmass across the Middle East and Central Asia in modern history.
Shadow of the Silk Road records a journey along the greatest land route on earth. Out of the heart of China into the mountains of
Central Asia, across northern Afghanistan and the plains of Iran and into Kurdish Turkey, Colin Thubron covers some seven
thousand miles in eight months. Making his way by local bus, truck, car, donkey cart and camel, he travels from the tomb of the
Yellow Emperor, the mythic progenitor of the Chinese people, to the ancient port of Antioch—in perhaps the most difficult and
ambitious journey he has undertaken in forty years of travel. The Silk Road is a huge network of arteries splitting and converging
across the breadth of Asia. To travel it is to trace the passage not only of trade and armies but also of ideas, religions and
inventions. But alongside this rich and astonishing past, Shadow of the Silk Road is also about Asia today: a continent of
upheaval. One of the trademarks of Colin Thubron's travel writing is the beauty of his prose; another is his gift for talking to people
and getting them to talk to him. Shadow of the Silk Road encounters Islamic countries in many forms. It is about changes in China,
transformed since the Cultural Revolution. It is about false nationalisms and the world's discontented margins, where the true
boundaries are not political borders but the frontiers of tribe, ethnicity, language and religion. It is a magnificent and important
account of an ancient world in modern ferment.
Thanks to Salem sea captains, Gilded Age millionaires, curators on horseback and missionaries gone native, North American
museums now possess the greatest collections of Chinese art outside of East Asia itself. How did it happen? The China Collectors
is the first full account of a century-long treasure hunt in China from the Opium Wars and the Boxer Rebellion to Mao Zedong's
1949 ascent. The principal gatherers are mostly little known and defy invention. They included "foreign devils" who braved desert
sandstorms, bandits and local warlords in acquiring significant works. Adventurous curators like Langdon Warner, a forebear of
Indiana Jones, argued that the caves of Dunhuang were already threatened by vandals, thereby justifying the removal of frescoes
and sculptures. Other Americans include George Kates, an alumnus of Harvard, Oxford and Hollywood, who fell in love with Ming
furniture. The Chinese were divided between dealers who profited from the artworks' removal, and scholars who sought to protect
their country's patrimony. Duanfang, the greatest Chinese collector of his era, was beheaded in a coup and his splendid bronzes
now adorn major museums. Others in this rich tapestry include Charles Lang Freer, an enlightened Detroit entrepreneur, two
generations of Rockefellers, and Avery Brundage, the imperious Olympian, and Arthur Sackler, the grand acquisitor. No less
important are two museum directors, Cleveland's Sherman Lee and Kansas City's Laurence Sickman, who challenged the East
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Coast's hegemony. Shareen Blair Brysac and Karl E. Meyer even-handedly consider whether ancient treasures were looted or
salvaged, and whether it was morally acceptable to spirit hitherto inaccessible objects westward, where they could be studied and
preserved by trained museum personnel. And how should the US and Canada and their museums respond now that China has
the means and will to reclaim its missing patrimony?
From the 1790s until World War I, Western museums filled their shelves with art and antiquities from around the world. These
objects are now widely regarded as stolen from their countries of origin, and demands for their repatriation grow louder by the day.
In The Compensations of Plunder, Justin M. Jacobs brings to light the historical context of the exodus of cultural treasures from
northwestern China. Based on a close analysis of previously neglected archives in English, French, and Chinese, Jacobs finds
that many local elites in China acquiesced to the removal of art and antiquities abroad, understanding their trade as currency for a
cosmopolitan elite. In the decades after the 1911 Revolution, however, these antiquities went from being “diplomatic capital” to
disputed icons of the emerging nation-state. A new generation of Chinese scholars began to criminalize the prior activities of
archaeologists, erasing all memory of the pragmatic barter relationship that once existed in China. Recovering the voices of those
local officials, scholars, and laborers who shaped the global trade in antiquities, The Compensations of Plunder brings historical
grounding to a highly contentious topic in modern Chinese history and informs heated debates over cultural restitution throughout
the world.
No other land has captured man's imagination quite like Tibet. Hidden away behind the highest mountains on earth, and ruled over
by a mysterious God-king, it was for centuries a land forbidden to all outsiders. In this remarkable and ultimately tragic narrative,
Peter Hopkirk recounts the forcible opening up of this medieval Buddhist kingdom by inquisitive Western travellers during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and the race to reach Lhasa, Tibet's sacred capital. This epic, often harrowing tale, which ends
with the Chinese invasion of 1950, draws on a colourful cast of gatecrashers from nine different countries. Among them were
adventurous young officers on Great Game missions, explorers and mountaineers, mystics and missionaries. All took their lives in
their hands, including three intrepid women. Some were never to return.
In Women of the Silk Gail Tsukiyama takes her readers back to rural China in 1926, where a group of women forge a sisterhood
amidst the reeling machines that reverberate and clamor in a vast silk factory from dawn to dusk. Leading the first strike the village
has ever seen, the young women use the strength of their ambition, dreams, and friendship to achieve the freedom they could
never have hoped for on their own. Tsukiyama's graceful prose weaves the details of "the silk work" and Chinese village life into a
story of courage and strength.
Whilst terms such as Lebensraum are commonly associated with National-Socialist ideology of the 1930s and 40s, ideas of racial
living space were in fact generated in the previous decades by an international geographic community of explorers and
academics. Focusing on one of the most influential figures within this group, Sven Hedin, this is the first study that systematically
connects the geographic community to the intellectual history of the development of National-Socialist ideology and genocidal
practices. The book demonstrates how colonial, racial and nationalistic policies were often spearheaded by explorers and
geographers such as Hedin. In Germany, Britain, France, and Russia their positions as publicly recognized authors and reputable
academics made them highly influential with politicians. Whilst this influence was to become most visible within Hitler's Germany,
the debates were not by any means restricted to or even originated in, Germany. Germany was the home of some of the most
prominent geographers, but this scientific community had a tradition of international debate and exchange with especially British,
French and Russian geographic societies and institutions. Many issues that were later discussed and championed by NationalSocialist ideology were aired and debated in this international setting - raising important questions about the international
character and impact of National-Socialism. Tracing the intellectual history of the international geographic community and its
relationship to National-Socialism, this study provides an assessment of Hedin's close involvement with the Nazi elite as a
culmination of decades of political and scientific work. In so doing the book uncovers a long ignored or overlooked important
connection between exploration, geographers, and genocide.
The Mogao grottoes in China, situated near the oasis town of Dunhuang on the fabled Silk Road, constitute one of the world's
most significant sites of Buddhist art. In some five hundred caves carved into rock cliffs at the edge of the Gobi desert are
preserved one thousand years of exquisite murals and sculpture. Mogao, founded by Buddhist monks as an isolated monastery in
the late fourth century, evolved into an artistic and spiritual center whose renown extended from the Chinese capital to the far
western kingdoms of the Silk Road. Among its treasures are miles of stunning wall paintings, more than two thousand statues,
magnificent works on silk and paper, and thousands of ancient manuscripts, such as sutras, poems, and prayer sheets, which in
1900 were found sealed in one of the caves and then dispersed to museums throughout the world. Illustrated in color throughout,
Cave Temples of Mogao combines lavish photographs of the caves and their art with the fascinating history of Mogao, Dunhuang,
and the Silk Road to create a vivid portrait of this remarkable site. Chapters discuss the development of the cave temples, the
iconography of the wall paintings, and the extraordinary story of the rare manuscripts, including the oldest printed book in
existence, a ninth-century copy of the Diamond Sutra. The book also describes the long-term collaboration between the Getty
Conservation Institute and Chinese authorities in conservation projects at Mogao as well as the caves and the museum that can
be visited today. The publication of this book coincides with the centenary of the discovery of the manuscripts in the Library Cave.
Uses intelligence reports to reconstruct the war conducted by Germany and Turkey against Britain
Kate Berkowitz works as a professional enthusiast, clandestinely building people's interest in her clients and their products.
Complications arise, however, as she works on her current projects--raising interest in a new train on the Washington Metro and
discussing a fifty-year-old soap opera comic strip online.
Soldier, explorer, mystic, guru, and spy, Francis Younghusband began his colonial career as a military adventurer and became a
radical visionary who preached free love to his followers. Patrick French’s award-winning biography traces the unpredictable life of
the maverick with the “damned rum name,” who single-handedly led the 190 British invasion of Tibet, discovered a new route from
China to India, organized the first expeditions up Mount Everest and attempted to start a new world religion. Following in
Younghusband’s footsteps, from Calcutta to the snows of the Himalayas, French pieces together the story of a man who
embodies all the romance and folly of Britain’s lost imperial dream.
Accused by Moscow of being a British master-spy, Colonel F.M. Bailey recounts the 16-month game of cat-and-mouse he played
with the Bolshevik secret police. At one point, with a false identity, he joined the ranks of the latter, who unsuspectingly sent him to
Bokhara to arrest himself.
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During the early decades of this century a handful of foreign explorers raced to remove wall-paintings, sculptures, manuscripts and
other treasures from the lost cities of the Silk Road, the great trans-Asian highway that had once linked imperial China and distant
Rome. The German archaeologist, Albert von Le Coq--one of the most successful of these explorers--discovered the huge, ninthcentury Buddhist murals from the cliff-face monastery at Bezeklik. Buried Treasures of Chinese Turkestan, first published in 1928,
is von Le Coq's account of the adventures and misadventures that beset him during his excavatios along the Silk Road. This
edition includes an introduction by Peter Hopkirk, author of Foreign Devils on the Silk Road and Trespassers o the Roof of the
World.
The work of explorers, surveyors and spies in the race to conquer Southern Asia is vividly recounted in this history of British
imperial cartography. In the 19th century, the British and Russian empires were engaged in bitter rivalry for the acquisition of
Southern Asian. Although India was the ultimate prize, most of the intrigue and action took place along its northern frontier in
Afghanistan, Turkestan and Tibet. Mapping the region and gaining knowledge of the enemy were crucial to the interests of both
sides. The Great Trigonometrical Survey of India began in the 18th century with the aim of creating a detailed map of the
subcontinent. Under the leadership of George Everest—whose name was later bestowed to the world’s tallest mountain—the it
mapped the Great Arc running from the country’s southern tip to the Himalayas. Much of the work was done by Indian explorers
known as Pundits. They were the first to reveal the mysteries of the forbidden city of Lhasa, and discover the true course of
Tibet’s mighty Tsangpo River. These explorers performed essential information gathering for the British Empire and filled in large
portions of the map of Asia. Their adventurous exploits are vividly recounted in Mapping the Great Game.
Draws on contemporary sources and first-hand accounts to reconstruct the history of the route through the personal experiences
of these characters.
Under the banner of a Holy War, masterminded in Berlin and unleashed from Constantinople, the Germans and the Turks set out
in 1914 to foment violent revolutionary uprisings against the British in India and the Russians in Central Asia. It was a new and
more sinister version of the old Great Game, with world domination as its ultimate aim. Here, told in epic detail and for the first
time, is the true story behind John Buchan's classic wartime thriller Greenmantle, recounted through the adventures and
misadventures of the secret agents and others who took part in it. It is an ominously topical tale today in view of the continuing
turmoil in this volatile region where the Great Game has never really ceased.
Kuzmina combines detailed research in archaeology with evidence from physical anthropology, linguistics, and other fields to look at the
history of the Eurasian steppe before the great trade routes along the 'Silk Road' became established.
For nearly a century the two most powerful nations on earth, Victorian Britain and Tsarist Russia, fought a secret war in the lonely passes and
deserts of Central Asia. Those engaged in this shadowy struggle called it 'The Great Game', a phrase immortalized by Kipling. When play first
began the two rival empires lay nearly 2,000 miles apart. By the end, some Russian outposts were within 20 miles of India. This classic book
tells the story of the Great Game through the exploits of the young officers, both British and Russian, who risked their lives playing it.
Disguised as holy men or native horse-traders, they mapped secret passes, gathered intelligence and sought the allegiance of powerful
khans. Some never returned. The violent repercussions of the Great Game are still convulsing Central Asia today.
The autobiography of the Swedish explorer who started the international race in the early half of the twentieth century to uncover and remove
the long-lost treasures of the ancient Silk Road in China.
In inner Mongolia in 1927, when travel by rail had all but eclipsed the traditional camel caravan, Owen Lattimore embarked on the journey
that would establish him as a legendary adventurer and leader among Asian scholars. THE DESERT ROAD TO TURKESTAN is Lattimore's
elegant and spirited account of his harrowing expedition across the famous "Winding Road." Setting off to rejoin his wife for their honeymoon
in Chinese Turkestan, Lattimore was forced to contend with marauding troops, a lack of maps, scheming travel companions, and blinding
blizzard. Luckily he had with him not only his father's retainer, Moses, but a team of camel pullers and Chinese traders he had assembled to
teach him the ropes about their mysterious and now extinct way of life. Lattimore's gifts as a linguist and his remarkable powers of
observation lend his chronicle an immediacy and force that has lost now of its impact in the decades since its original publication.
From the romantic conflicts of the Victorian Great Game to the war-torn history of the region in recent decades, Tournament of Shadows
traces the struggle for control of Central Asia and Tibet from the 1830s to the present. The original Great Game, the clandestine struggle
between Russia and Britain for mastery of Central Asia, has long been regarded as one of the greatest geopolitical conflicts in history. Many
believed that control of the vast Eurasian heartland was the key to world dominion. The original Great Game ended with the Russian
Revolution, but the geopolitical struggles in Central Asia continue to the present day. In this updated edition, the authors reflect on Central
Asia's history since the end of the Russo-Afghan war, and particularly in the wake of 9/11.
In 1898 Cather Borland married George Macartney and, as a bride of 21, journeyed with him to one of the least accessible places on earth Kashgar in Turkestan, on the remote borders of India, Russia and China.George Macartney represented Britain at Kashgar from 1890 to
1918. Officially he was responsible for looking after the interests of the small British Indian community there, but unofficially he kept a watch
on the activities of the Russians. For at that time Kashgar was Britain's most advancedposition in the Great Game, the long and shadowy
struggle with the Tsarist Russia for political and economic supremacy in Asia.Lady Macartney spent seventeen years in Kashgar and
extended her hospitality to many famous travellers, among them Sir Aurel Stein, Albert von Le Coq and Dr G.E.Morrison. This book, first
published in 1931, is a charming account of her life there and of the sometimes exotic customs of Turkestan.This edition is now reprinted with
the addition of an Introduction by Peter Hopkirk, the author of three books on the Central Asian travellers. "Foreign Devils on the Silk Road",
"Trespassers on the Roof of the World", and "Setting the East Ablaze".
The Silk Road, which linked imperial Rome and distant China, was once the greatest thoroughfare on earth. Along it travelled precious
cargoes of silk, gold, and ivory, as well as revolutionary new ideas. Its oasis towns blossomed into thriving centres of Buddhist art and
learning. In time it began to decline. The traffic slowed, the merchants left, and finally its towns vanished beneath the desert sands to be
forgotten for a thousand years. But legends grew up of lost cities filled with treasurees and guarded by demons. In the early years of the 20th
century, foreign explorers began to investigate these legends, and very soon an international race began for the art treasures of the Silk
Road. Huge wall paintings, sculptures, and priceless manuscripts were carried away, literally by the ton, and are today scattered through the
museums of a dozen countries. Peter Hopkirk tells the story of the intrepid men who, at great personal risk, led these long-range
archaeological raids, incurring the undying wrath of the Chinese.

The vivid, often gruesome portrait of the 18th-century pioneering surgeon and father of modern medicine, John Hunter.
When Robert Louis Stevenson wrote his gothic horror story of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, he based the house of the genial
doctor-turned-fiend on the home of John Hunter. The choice was understandable, for Hunter was both widely acclaimed
and greatly feared. From humble origins, John Hunter rose to become the most famous anatomist and surgeon of the
eighteenth century. In an age when operations were crude, extremely painful, and often fatal, he rejected medieval
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traditions to forge a revolution in surgery founded on pioneering scientific experiments. Using the knowledge he gained
from countless human dissections, Hunter worked to improve medical care for both the poorest and the best-known
figures of the era—including Sir Joshua Reynolds and the young Lord Byron. An insatiable student of all life-forms, Hunter
was also an expert naturalist. He kept exotic creatures in his country menagerie and dissected the first animals brought
back by Captain Cook from Australia. Ultimately his research led him to expound highly controversial views on the age of
the earth, as well as equally heretical beliefs on the origins of life more than sixty years before Darwin published his
famous theory. Although a central figure of the Enlightenment, Hunter’s tireless quest for human corpses immersed him
deep in the sinister world of body snatching. He paid exorbitant sums for stolen cadavers and even plotted successfully
to steal the body of Charles Byrne, famous in his day as the “Irish giant.” In The Knife Man, Wendy Moore unveils John
Hunter’s murky and macabre world—a world characterized by public hangings, secret expeditions to dank churchyards,
and gruesome human dissections in pungent attic rooms. This is a fascinating portrait of a remarkable pioneer and his
determined struggle to haul surgery out of the realms of meaningless superstitious ritual and into the dawn of modern
medicine.
The phrase "silk road" evokes vivid scenes of merchants leading camel caravans across vast stretches to trade exotic
goods in glittering Oriental bazaars, of pilgrims braving bandits and frozen mountain passes to spread their faith across
Asia. Looking at the reality behind these images, this Very Short Introduction illuminates the historical background
against which the silk road flourished, shedding light on the importance of old-world cultural exchange to Eurasian and
world history. On the one hand, historian James A. Millward treats the silk road broadly, to stand in for the cross-cultural
communication between peoples across the Eurasian continent since at least the Neolithic era. On the other, he
highlights specific examples of goods and ideas exchanged between the Mediterranean, Persia, India, and China, along
with the significance of these exchanges. While including silks, spices, and travelers' tales of colorful locales, the book
explains the dynamics of Central Eurasian history that promoted Silk Road interactions--especially the role of nomad
empires--highlighting the importance of the biological, technological, artistic, intellectual, and religious interchanges
across the continent. Millward shows that these exchanges had a profound effect on the old world that was akin to, if not
on the scale of, modern globalization. He also disputes the idea that the silk road declined after the collapse of the
Mongol empire or the opening of direct sea routes from Europe to Asia, showing how silk road phenomena continued
through the early modern and modern expansion of the Russian and Chinese states across Central Asia. Millward
concludes that the idea of the silk road has remained powerful, not only as a popular name for boutiques and restaurants,
but also in modern politics and diplomacy, such as U.S. Secretary of State Hilary Clinton's "Silk Road Initiative" for India,
Pakistan, and Afghanistan.
Explores the present and future of China from the perspective of its past foreign relations, ranging from the invasions of
the steppe horsemen and Mongol conquests to its fluid modern-day dynamic with the East and rapid economic growth.
Two authors' passion for India and the Great Game.
The bestselling author of The King in the North turns his attention to the obscure era of British history known as 'the age
of Arthur'. Somewhere in the shadow time between the departure of the Roman legions in the early fifth century and the
arrival in Kent of Augustine's Christian mission at the end of the sixth, the kingdoms of Early Medieval Britain were
formed. But by whom? And out of what? In The First Kingdom, Max Adams scrutinizes the narrative of this period handed
down to us by later historians and chroniclers. Stripping away the more lurid claims made for a warrior-hero named
Arthur, he synthesises the research carried out over the last forty years to tease out the strands of reality from the myth.
He reveals how archaeology has delivered evidence of a diverse and dynamic response to Britain's new-found
independence, of material and intellectual trade between the Atlantic islands and the rest of Europe, and of the
environmental context of those centuries. A skilfully wrought and intellectually probing investigation of the most
mysterious epoch in our history, The First Kingdom presents an image of post-Roman Britain whose resolution is high
enough to show the emergence of distinct political structures in the sixth century – polities that survive long enough to be
embedded in the medieval landscape, recorded in the lines of river, road and watershed, and memorialised in place
names. PRAISE FOR MAX ADAMS: 'A triumph. The most gripping portrait of seventh-century Britain that I have read ...
A Game of Thrones in the Dark Ages' Tom Holland in The Times on The King in the North 'Gripping, hugely enjoyable
and deeply scholarly' History Today, Books of the Year, on The King in the North 'Brilliantly combines history and
archaeological research ... A compelling read' The Lady on Ælfred's Britain
“Dictionary, n: A malevolent literary device for cramping the growth of a language and making it hard and inelastic. This
dictionary, however, is a most useful work.” Bierce’s groundbreaking Devil’s Dictionary had a complex publication
history. Started in the mid-1800s as an irregular column in Californian newspapers under various titles, he gradually
refined the new-at-the-time idea of an irreverent set of glossary-like definitions. The final name, as we see it titled in this
work, did not appear until an 1881 column published in the periodical The San Francisco Illustrated Wasp. There were no
publications of the complete glossary in the 1800s. Not until 1906 did a portion of Bierce’s collection get published by
Doubleday, under the name The Cynic’s Word Book—the publisher not wanting to use the word “Devil” in the title, to the
great disappointment of the author. The 1906 word book only went from A to L, however, and the remainder was never
released under the compromised title. In 1911 the Devil’s Dictionary as we know it was published in complete form as
part of Bierce’s collected works (volume 7 of 12), including the remainder of the definitions from M to Z. It has been
republished a number of times, including more recent efforts where older definitions from his columns that never made it
into the original book were included. Due to the complex nature of copyright, some of those found definitions have
unclear public domain status and were not included. This edition of the book includes, however, a set of definitions
attributed to his one-and-only “Demon’s Dictionary” column, including Bierce’s classic definition of A: “the first letter in
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every properly constructed alphabet.” Bierce enjoyed “quoting” his pseudonyms in his work. Most of the poetry, dramatic
scenes and stories in this book attributed to others were self-authored and do not exist outside of this work. This includes
the prolific Father Gassalasca Jape, whom he thanks in the preface—“jape” of course having the definition: “a practical
joke.” This book is a product of its time and must be approached as such. Many of the definitions hold up well today, but
some might be considered less palatable by modern readers. Regardless, the book’s humorous style is a valuable
snapshot of American culture from past centuries. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces free
public domain ebooks.
As the European revolution failed to materialize, Lenin decreed, Let us turn our faces towards Asia. The East will help us
to conquer the West.'
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